As Entergy Texas continues construction on the Montgomery County Power Station, you may notice some upcoming work.

Starting around Aug. 21, local residents may notice steam coming up from the plant or hear a low frequency rumble as the plant conducts unit commissioning. We expect this process to conclude around by Sept. 30, this timeframe is subject to change as we progress. Additionally, prior to the Aug. 21 unit commissioning, residents may also hear some testing that produces a loud noise as we test each gas turbine.

This activity is a normal part of the commissioning process and helps ensure the safe operation of the plant going forward. If you would like to learn more, please visit EntergyPowersTexas.com.

A BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR TEXAS

Southeast Texas is growing. Entergy Texas is investing today to ensure a bright future with reliable and affordable energy solutions. Infrastructure and technology investments will minimize disruptions from power outages and help customers more easily save money on their electric bills.

The Montgomery County Power Station is an investment in a steady supply of affordable power today to keep the lights on for tomorrow. The addition of this facility will provide customers more reliable and affordable energy, as well as providing a significant impact to the local economy.

Learn More at EntergyPowersTexas.com